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Probable cause
In United States criminal law, probable cause is the standard by which
police authorities have reason to obtain a warrant for the arrest of a
suspected criminal. The standard also applies to personal or property
searches.
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What is probable cause in an Oklahoma criminal case?



When can the police make an arrest?



What is the probable cause hearing process?



What is the definition of probably?



Probable cause - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Probable_cause
In United States criminal law, probable cause is the standard by which police authorities
have reason to obtain a warrant for the arrest of a â€¦

Definition · History and development · Probationers and parolees

Probable Cause | Wex Legal Dictionary / Encyclopedia |
LII ...
https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/probable_cause
DEFINITIONProbable cause is a requirement found in the Fourth Amendment that must
usually be met before police make an arrest, conduct a search, or receive a warrant.

Probable Cause - FindLaw
criminal.findlaw.com › Criminal Rights
Probable cause generally refers to the requirement in criminal law that police have
adequate reason to arrest someone, conduct a search, or seize property relating

Probable cause legal definition of probable cause
https://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/probable+cause
Probable Cause. Apparent facts discovered through logical inquiry that would lead a
reasonably intelligent and prudent person to believe that â€¦

What is probable cause? - Flex Your Rights
www.flexyourrights.org › FAQs › General Questions
Probable cause is the legal standard by which a police officer has the right to make an
arrest, conduct a personal or property search, or to obtain a warrant for arrest.

Probable cause - definition of probable cause by The Free
...
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/probable+cause
probable cause n. Law 1. Reasonable suspicion of the presence of evidence of
criminality, allowing the search of the person or premises for â€¦

Probable Cause | Definition of Probable Cause by Merriam
...
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/probable cause
These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources
to reflect current usage of the word 'probable cause.' Views expressed in the examples do
not represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its editors. Send us feedback ...

PROBABLE CAUSE - PROBABLE CAUSE
www.probablecauseseries.com
Detectives Hudson and Davis stop at nothing to bring criminals to justice, but when their
worlds get turned upside down by startling revelations, they fight to keep their partnership
and lives from unraveling.

Probable Cause :: Fourth Amendment -- Search and
Seizure ...
law.justia.com › â€¦ › Fourth Amendment -- Search and Seizure
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against
unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue
but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the
place to be searched, and the ...

Legal Dictionary | Law.com
dictionary.law.com/Default.aspx?selected=1618
probable cause. n. sufficient reason based upon known facts to believe a crime has been
committed or that certain property is connected with a crime.
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